Two-thirds of American donors say they want to give more to charity. So what holds them back—and are there ways to overcome the barriers they may face? This report, based on a study of 3,200 Americans who give, \(^1\) explores the reasons donors do not give as much as they’d like to and solutions that may help them give more.

### Key findings

- Donors want to increase the amount they give to charity. Two-thirds express a desire to give more to the causes they support.

- Most donors (95 percent) would give more under the right circumstances.

- However, a range of questions and concerns about their giving stand in the way.
  - Seventy-two percent would give more if their financial situation permitted.
  - Sixty-five percent would give more if they knew the impact of their donations.

- While other aspects of giving also affect donors and may influence their levels of giving, addressing donor concerns about charitable impact and financial planning have the greatest potential to influence the amount donors give overall.

---

\(^1\) Unless otherwise noted, Overcoming Barriers to Giving is based on a survey conducted June-July 2016 among 3,254 people who give to charity and who itemized charitable deductions on 2015 tax returns.
Overcoming Barriers to Giving

Americans are known for their generosity and commitment to charitable giving. Still, the average American household donates only about 2 percent of their discretionary income to charity each year.²

Most donors say they wish they could give more—so what prevents them from increasing their giving? This report, based on a survey conducted in 2016 among 3,254 people who give to charity and who itemize charitable deductions on their tax returns, examines that question. Overcoming Barriers to Giving first presents an overview of donors’ concerns about personal giving: what holds donors back and possible ways to address those barriers. This is followed by a more detailed look at how their concerns impact the scale of their philanthropy.

But why aren’t donors giving more? As the next pages show, personal finances are the leading motivator, contributing to both donor concerns and potential solutions around greater giving.

Donors determine how much they give each year based on their personal finances

Donors’ charitable giving budgets are most influenced by their discretionary income—the money remaining after taxes and cost-of-living expenses. Understandably then, almost half of donors decide how much to give each year based solely on their household’s financial situation rather than the needs expressed by charities. Just 9 percent decide how much to give based only on specific charitable needs without regard to their personal finances.

These numbers indicate that most donors first consider the amount they can afford to give to charity, then how it will impact the charity. Donors want to give more but have finite resources with which to give. So perhaps the easiest way to help people meet their desire to give more is to find more money in their existing budgets.

Donors determine how much they will give by...

46% Personal financial reasons

27% A mix of both personal financial situation and the need of charities

18% "A percentage of my income"

9% Charitable needs or requests

9% "An amount that corresponds with the need of the charity"

27% "An amount I feel I can afford after basic expenses and personal discretionary spending"

3% "Enough to feel that I have done something"

3% No approach; I give what I feel like giving

Most donors flag multiple concerns that have affected their personal experiences with charitable giving

While giving is intrinsically rewarding, donors still have concerns around the giving process. Because charitable budget is primarily determined by financial resources, it is understandable that three-quarters of donors have concerns about how giving might impact their future economic situation and about how much money they should keep for personal needs not yet known. And because their financial resources are finite, donors want to ensure their dollars are used appropriately—so more than 8 in 10 donors have concerns about how their donations will be used and if they will make a difference.

These and other concerns may be clouding philanthropic intentions and causing donors to give less than they would like. Indeed, the questions donors have about their giving (aggregated below and explored in more detail in the latter half of this report) largely align with factors that donors say would influence them to give more.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of donors with one or more concerns related to this topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit transparency and understanding the impact of my giving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal finances and the ability to fund my giving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigating the donor-nonprofit relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizing and tracking my charitable giving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and familial obligations around giving</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Almost all donors indicate at least one factor that would influence them to give more

When asked to indicate factors that would encourage them to give more, most donors choose solutions or ideas closely linked to addressing their self-identified concerns, from taxes and finances, to charitable impact, to new and different ways to engage in giving.

Seventy-two percent of donors list at least one reason related to personal finances or the ability to take a greater tax deduction as a reason they would give more—understandable, given the role finances play in giving. Notably, however, almost as many donors – 65 percent – say that understanding the impact of their giving would influence them to donate more. This indicates an opportunity for charitable organizations to better communicate with their constituents, resolving questions and potentially increasing the amount donors give. Almost all donors (95 percent) indicate at least one factor that would influence them to give more.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of donors who would be influenced to give more if a question about this area were addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Changes in my financial situation; a greater tax deduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater insight into the impact of my giving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New and different ways to engage with philanthropy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With these foundational insights into donors’ giving in mind, the following pages provide more in-depth discovery and analysis into the questions donors have about their personal philanthropy and the factors that would influence them to give more.
Donors’ financial confidence influences giving

75% Have concerns about personal finances and their ability to fund charitable giving

72% List at least one change in their financial situation that would influence them to give more

What are donors’ top concerns?

1. “I want the ability to take a larger tax benefit or deduction.” (47%)

2. “I’m torn between donating to charity and holding on to money for personal needs.” (42%)

3. “I’m uncertain about who I should turn to for advice on what and how much to give.” (21%)
The finances of funding giving

For most donors, giving more means resolving an unspoken question: How much can I afford to donate and still have enough funds for myself and my family’s needs and wants?

Bridging the tax knowledge gap

This inherent financial insecurity is in part why a federal charitable tax deduction was created in the first place. While giving is intrinsically rewarding, a tax incentive can offset concerns about giving while also meeting their other financial obligations. Nearly half (47 percent) of donors say a larger tax deduction would be a significant influence for them to give more.

However, these donors likely aren’t taking advantage of all the tax deductions already available to them that could allow them to give more. Only 41 percent of donors surveyed say they pay close attention to tax deductions related to giving—leaving 59 percent of donors who likely are missing out on significant tax advantages related to giving. There is other evidence of the tax knowledge gap: in a separate Fidelity Charitable® study of people who give to charity, 80 percent of respondents said they had appreciated stock in their portfolio, but only 21 percent had ever used appreciated stock as a charitable contribution—though this can allow donors to give up to 20 percent more to charity.

A plan for giving more

Almost half of donors say personal finances are the primary approach they use in deciding how much to give each year—though they would like to give more to charity. And while donors can’t give away what they do not have or predict their future financial situation, most do have the financial capacity to modestly increase the amount they are giving without risking financial distress. Many may have the ability to give significantly more. The key may be to help donors discover how to give more without feeling that they are making undue sacrifices to do so—and to help them understand their charitable impact. Greater knowledge of financial planning and tax benefits has the potential to bridge this gap and help donors satisfy their desire to give more.

For strategies on how to give more, see page 14.
81% Have concerns about the impact of their giving

65% List at least one insight into the impact of their giving that would influence them to give more

What are donors’ top concerns?

1. “I sometimes feel uneasy when I cannot determine a charity’s credibility or trustworthiness.” (67%)

2. “I’m concerned that my charitable donations will not be put to good use.” (48%)

3. “I get frustrated if an organization does not tell me how my charitable donation was used.” (48%)
The link between impact and giving.

When it comes to giving, financial considerations can’t be uncoupled from donors’ underlying motivations to do good. Unsurprisingly, concerns about impact emerge as the other most significant factor that keeps donors from giving more. More than 80 percent cite concerns ranging from unease about determining an organization’s credibility or trustworthiness to frustrations that some nonprofits do not always explain how a charitable donation will be used.

At the same time, two-thirds of donors say that having greater insight into the ways that their charitable dollars will benefit causes they are being asked to support—or simply greater knowledge of the nonprofit’s needs—would influence them to give more.

Donors could increase their comfort levels by using publicly available resources to do research or engaging directly with nonprofits to ask questions about their missions and needs. But while research websites like GuideStar and Charity Navigator can provide donors with some information about impact and effectiveness, they can’t always answer the prominent question on many donors’ minds: What do my dollars do? Some nonprofits are large enough to share this information with donors as a part of their operations. But smaller organizations may simply be focused on delivering quality programs and may not have the resources to share significant data. Charities that make strong efforts to communicate the impact of their programs—especially at smaller nonprofits where this information currently may be lacking—could help donors feel more confident about where they give, and what they give to, potentially driving more dollars to the causes they care about.
Nonprofit interactions affect donor giving

What are donors' top concerns?

1. “I have been hesitant to give to an organization because they may continue to solicit donations from me.” (49%)

2. “I get annoyed if an organization does not thank me for my charitable donation.” (37%)

3. “It’s hard to find an opportunity to get more involved with charities or issues.” (33%)

4. “I care about certain causes, but do not know where to donate.” (17%)

75% Have concerns or questions about engagement with charities

35% List at least one different way that they could engage with charities and giving that would influence them to give more
The nuances of the donor-nonprofit relationship

A number of donors have concerns about the ways nonprofits engage with them—in particular the continued solicitation of donations, or whether a nonprofit recognizes them for their donations. For charitable organizations, these findings reaffirm best practices in the industry around donor communication and database management. But they also demonstrate that the quality of a nonprofit’s interactions with its donors has real implications for how donors think about giving. If an organization does not strike the right tone with its donor engagement efforts, the result could hinder future fundraising opportunities.

Giving time can lead to donating more

A number of donors say it’s hard to find time to get involved with nonprofits, but this is something that would influence them to give more. Evidence supports the idea that addressing these concerns—by offering flexible volunteering opportunities or conducting volunteer outreach, for example—could lead to greater giving. Half of Fidelity Charitable® donors said they give more financial support to an organization because they also serve as volunteers.5

Most donors know where they want to give

Few donors say they have difficulty with or interest in identifying new nonprofits to support. This indicates donors’ interest is primarily in better ways to gauge their charitable impact through better information from the organizations they already support. Nonprofits may be able to expand levels of support simply by addressing these concerns and improving communication among existing donors.

Overcoming Barriers to Giving

Donors want their giving to be organized

A smaller but notable group of donors say that tracking their donations or organizing their giving in general is a challenge. An overwhelming number of requests can leave donors paralyzed about which nonprofits to give to and how much to give. As a result, they may choose to write small checks to many charities rather than making a more personally meaningful and impactful gift to a smaller number—or they may simply ignore those requests altogether. Another concern among donors who itemize giving on their tax returns is that they must keep copies of each acknowledgment letter they receive throughout the year to take advantage of the financial benefits of giving. Clearly, this can be an administrative burden for donors who give to multiple charities or who donate to the same charities on many occasions during the year. Collectively, these concerns indicate that donors would benefit from putting in place a better process for organizing giving.

What are donors’ top concerns?

1. “I am often overwhelmed with the amount of charitable giving requests I receive.” (53%)

2. “It’s hard to keep track of my donations over an entire year so I can take the appropriate tax deductions.” (21%)

3. “I feel unorganized in my approach to charitable giving.” (18%)

Donors were not asked if addressing the organization and tracking their giving would influence them to give more.
Donors can’t always give to the causes most important to them

45%

Have concerns about social and familial obligations around giving

Forty-five percent of donors said they struggle with the social and familial obligations around giving.8 One of the most frequently cited concerns it that donors feel compelled to give to causes when they are asked by friends and family to do so. Peer-to-peer fundraising is broadly used in the United States, with 61 percent of donors saying they made a charitable donation in 2015 by sponsoring a race/walk or attending a fundraising event at someone’s request. Not all of these causes match donors’ charitable priorities, leaving less in their charitable budget for what’s important to them.

What are donors’ top concerns?

1. “I’m often asked to give by friends and family and feel compelled to do it, even if the cause isn’t that important to me.” (22%)

2. “I have been giving to some causes for a while and would like to give to others instead but don’t want to disappoint.” (22%)

3. “I am concerned that other people may find out how much I give to charity or which charitable organizations I give to.” (14%)

4. “There’s an expectation in our family that we’ll give to certain organizations, so I do, even though I’d prefer to support something else.” (11%)

Donors were not asked if addressing social and familial obligations around giving would influence them to give more.
Strategies for giving more

Two-thirds of Americans want to give more. These relatively simple strategies could help most donors address that desire to do more good for the causes they care about.

Make giving intentional

- Create a household budget that includes giving as a specific line item.
- **Automate your giving.** Instead of giving in lump sums at year’s end, use a scheduled bank deduction to make regular contributions to specific charities.
- **Particularly for families with children, incorporate giving into everyday life.** Set up a donation jar, and contribute extra cash or change into the fund so donations visibly add up over time.

Take advantage of charitable tax benefits

- **Go beyond cash donations.** By donating tax-friendly assets, donors have the potential to give even more. For example, donating appreciated stocks directly to charity can allow donors to give up to 20 percent more.
- **Ask an advisor about charitable giving strategies.** Donors may benefit from establishing a charitable giving vehicle or deferred giving strategy. Certain vehicles allow you to invest charitable contributions for tax-free growth; others have the potential to set aside charitable funds in a will, easing concerns about giving from current income.

Create a plan to understand your impact

- **Write a mission statement** to focus giving.
- **Use research tools to learn more about nonprofits.** Websites such as Charity Navigator and GuideStar® aggregate information about charities and help donors make informed giving decisions. Donors should also not hesitate to reach out to a charity directly to ask questions that can better help them understand impact and resourcing needs.
- **Use a giving guide from a reputable source.** Resources such as the Center for High Impact Philanthropy’s annual giving guide help to identify high-impact giving opportunities that make your dollars go further.

Interested in other strategies to help give more and give smarter? Visit FidelityCharitable.org.
Methodology

This report is based on a 2016 survey conducted among 3,254 adults in the U.S. who have donated to charities and claimed itemized charitable tax deductions on their 2015 tax returns. The study was conducted by Artemis Strategy Group, an independent research firm.
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